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Practical 1: Network Scanning with Angry IP Scanner 

To download Angry IP scanner, visit following link https://angryip.org/download/ 

And download a suitable package, for Kali Linux download .deb package (based on your installation 

32 bit or 64bit) 

 

Save the file if it is asking 

 

Then open a terminal and go to Downloads location (/root/Downloads/) 

https://angryip.org/download/
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we can see the downloaded file in the Downloads directory; we can install it by executing the 

following command 

 

After installation, search for Angry IP scanner in installed applications and start Angry IP scanner. 

The application looks as shown below. Follow the steps to perform scanning and discover devices. 
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Export the scan results to a text file. We can use this output file to feed it to another VA tools or 

port scanner tools. 
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Practical 2: Network Scanning with fping 

Fping is a tool that can scan a range of IP addresses and identify some hosts that are up and 

running in the given range.  
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Practical 3: Network Scanning With netdiscover  

In kali linux terminal type the following command netdiscover –i <interface name> 

for example: netdiscover –i eth0 
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Practical 4: Ping Sweeping with nmap 

In Kali Linux terminal type the following command 

nmap –sn 192.168.1.1/24 
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Practical 5: Port Scanning with nmap 

1.Regular Scan (SYN stealth scan or half open scan): 

nmap <target IP or domain> 

Ex: nmap 192.168.0.137  

nmap –sS example.com  

nmap –sS 192.168.0.137  

nmap –sS example.com 

 

 

Note: Even if we take a domain name, nmap will not scan the website, it will scan the computer 

(server) hosting that website. 
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2. TCP connect scan (Full Connect Scan): 

nmap –sT <target IP or domain>  

Example: nmap –sT example.com  

nmap –sT 192.168.0.137 

 

If you get any error saying host may be down or disabled ICMP try adding –Pn to the command 

Example: nmap –sT –Pn example.com 

3. Service Detection scan or Version Detection scan: 

Example: nmap –sV example.com   

nmap –sV 192.168.0.137 
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4. OS Detection Scan: 

nmap –O <target IP or domain> 

Example: nmap –O example.com  

nmap –O 192.168.0.137 

 

 

5. FIN scan (FIN Flag): 

nmap –sF <target IP or domain> 

Example: nmap –sF example.com  

nmap –sF 192.168.0.137 –v 
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6. XMAS scan (FIN, PSH, URG Flags): 

nmap –sX <target IP or domain> 

Ex: nmap –sX example.com  

nmap –sX 192.168.0.137 –v 

 

7. NULL scan (No Flags) 

nmap –sN <target IP or domain> 

Ex: nmap –sN example.com  

nmap –sN 192.168.0.137 –v 
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8. Aggressive scan: 

nmap –A <target IP of domain> 

Ex: nmap –A example.com  

nmap –A 192.168.0.137 –v 

You can add –v at the end of any command to see the verbose (in detailed) information 

 

 

9. UDP port scan: 

nmap –sU <target IP or domain> 

Example: nmap –sU example.com  

nmap –sU 192.168.0.137 
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10. Custom port scanning: 

nmap –p <port range> <target IP or domain> 

Ex: nmap –p 80 example.com  

nmap 192.168.0.137 –p 80-85   

nmap 49.204.90.43 –p 80,81,85,21,443 
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11. traceroute scan with nmap 

nmap --traceroute <target IP or domain> 

Ex: nmap --traceroute example.com  

nmap --traceroute 192.168.0.137 –v 

 

 

 


